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Combining (3) with Theorem I we see the 3/tenergy of some solid tori in an essential link of solid tori must be large unless some ri are small. For some i = I, . . . , k we have:
Substituting &/art for ri in the above and noting that the total E3,, for H is greater than the E,,, supported in h(Dz, x S') yields (1).
The flows whose energies we have bounded, although modeled on an arbitrary link, have very simple behavior near the link. Such flows are far from generic within divergence-free vector fields. We exploited a rather simple fact that the circles in an essential link in some way form an impediment to variations of their partners (the flange lemma). A suitable (perhaps statistical) generalization of this property to "links" of open integral curves (lines) would be key to a general analysis of topological lower bounds to energy.
